**Technical datasheet**

**Jacmounts**
**PR 75-2 /710**

For light-weight machines which demand excellent damping properties.

### Article information
- **Type**: PR 75-2 /710
- **Name**: Jacmounts
- **Art. no.**: 1.13076-9005.91
- **Color**: RAL 9005 jet black

### Technical Data
- **Max. load [daN]**: 500
- **Weight [kg]**: 0.082
- **Temperature range from [°C]**: -15
- **Temperature range to [°C]**: 100

### Dimensions
- **Height H [mm]**: 25
- **Height H\text{min} [mm] M10**: 33
- **Height H\text{min} [mm] M12**: 34
- **Height H\text{min} [mm] M16**: 36.5
- **Diameter D [mm]**: 82

### Pad equipment
- **Bottom pad type**: 710
- **Pad thickness unloaded [mm]**: 10
- **Coefficient of friction on concrete with fine mortar**: 0.8
- **Hardness [° Shore A]**: 70 - 75
- **Bottom pad area A\text{1} [cm²]**: 44

### Suitable studs, special studs, leveling screws, leveling sockets
- **Special studs U-2**: M10, M12, M16, M20, M24 for threaded machine foot
- **Special studs O-2-S**: M10, M12, M16 for machine foot with bore

### Remark extent of supply
- Special studs need to be ordered separately.
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